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What causes medical myths and pseudoscience to rapidly infect and fester in society? Seema Yasmin, an epidemiologist and author of a new book,
Viral BS, has a diagnosis: the pervasive, persuasive ...
The book ‘Viral BS’ offers a cure for medical myths and fake health news
Advocates for nursing home residents say they worry a new Indiana law expanding COVID-19 liability protections for health care providers will
effectively block many lawsuits over neglect and ...
Critics Say Indiana COVID-19 Law Allows Nursing Home Neglect
Gene_Associated_With_Disease • genetic disorder Technology Type(s) digital curation Factor Type(s) disease Sample Characteristic - Organism
Homo sapiens Machine-accessible metadata file describing the ...
A resource to explore the discovery of rare diseases and their causative genes
Abstract The endocrine system is made up of glands and tissues that produce and secrete hormones to regulate and coordinate vital bodily
functions. This ...
Endocrine system 1: overview of the endocrine system and hormones
Advocates for nursing home residents say Gov. Eric Holcomb's signature effectively legalizes many forms of neglect.
Holcomb signs COVID-19 liability protections that critics say will allow nursing home neglect
and the illustrations provide further definition to these terms and are essential for understanding the methodology, results, and discussion of the
study." Competing Interests: I have read the ...
Women describe specific techniques to increase their own pleasure
Dictionary.com recently added hundreds of new words to its catalog, many of them capturing the zeitgeist of 2020, the year COVID-19 overtook the
United States. One of those new words is ...
Doomscrolling: Why we do it, and how we can stop
With over 139 million COVID-19 cases globally, the latest challenge for medical researchers is a ... said there was no clear definition for long COVID
yet, and it was likely to be several ...
Long COVID: What is it and what do we know about it?
Recently, there has been a development in transgenic technologies in many countries to meet nutritional needs of increasing worlds҆ population.
However, there are some concerns about possible risks in ...
Investigating the status of transgenic crops in Iran in terms of cultivation, consumption, laws and rights in comparison with the
world
There was one obvious question raised by the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s declaration that Tiger Woods’ February car crash was caused by
excessive speed. Load ...
Experts: Tiger Woods did not receive preferential treatment from police
Gibbons are great apes. There. We've said it. The purists may pooh-pooh the idea, but ours isn't a scientific definition. These so-called lesser apes
may not officially rank alongside the big guns ...
Neglected species: Sending out an SOS for a vanishingly rare primate
The question then arises if the final product of making a milky substance out of almonds can truly be called "milk" under the definition according to
the FDA or Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (herin ...
Attorney Frederick Penney Tries To Understand The Milk Wars
However, this approach fails when the chemical bonding network is nonperiodic, precluding the unambiguous definition of the high-symmetry state.
Here, we explore the applicability of machine learning ...
Exploring order parameters and dynamic processes in disordered systems via variational autoencoders
This is typical of a driver who was incapacitated due to a medical issue ... then said he had been prescribed the sleep medication Ambien and the
painkiller Vicodin, according to a law-enforcement ...
'Conclusions are misguided:' Tiger Woods crash investigation criticized by forensic experts
The helicopter arrived on Mars along with the Perseverance rover on Feb. 18 in a dramatic, high-definition landing. As the U.S. and other nations
prepare to return humans to the moon, and ...
Why flying a helicopter on Mars is a big deal
The current iteration of the Laurelhurst Park encampment and solidarity effort basically began on the last Monday of March, when the citation the ...
folks offering free medical services, or ...
The Sweeps Stop Here?
I grew up thinking that the phrase “errors of enthusiasm” was the coinage of Yogi Berra or maybe Casey Stengel. I’d blame Tony Kubek or Joe
Garagiola on the Game of the Week, which is where ...
Wayne Greene: From Yogi Berra to Anatole France to the governor's office
The second week of Derek Chauvin’s trial came to a close with one of its most-anticipated witnesses on the stand — the medical examiner who
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performed an autopsy on George Floyd last year ...
Restraint, neck compression were ‘more than Mr. Floyd could take,’ medical examiner testifies
The definition includes the reallocation of staff, delaying or modifying nonemergency medical services and reasonable ... she was at risk for
bedsores. The citation was classified as an ...
Does this Indiana bill awaiting Holcomb's signature let nursing homes get away with neglect?
Domer said the city will slightly change the definition of RV and will make more clear the guidelines the patrol and parking enforcement use prior to
issuing a citation. Weitzman’s demand letter ...
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